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1. This paper presents Cloud Market Maker (CMM); a marketplace for cloud users. 
2. The system provides a dynamic pricing marketplace for providers to maximize their revenue. 
3. It provides users with decision support when choosing a cloud resource. 
4. It employs a multi-agent multi-auction approach for creating an automated marketplace for 
cloud users which were not possible with other existing systems. 
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Abstract 
Cloud providers commonly incur heavy upfront set up costs which remain almost constant whether they 
serve a single or many customers. In order to generate a return on this investment, a suitable pricing 
strategy is required by providers. Established industries such as the airlines employ dynamic pricing to 
maximize their revenues. In order to increase their resource utilization rates, cloud providers could also 
use dynamic pricing for their services. At present however most providers use static schemes for pricing 
their resources. This work presents a new dynamic pricing mechanism for cloud providers. Furthermore, 
at present no platform exists that provides a dynamic unified view of the different cloud offerings in real-
time. Due to a rapidly changing landscape and a limited knowledge of the cloud marketplace, consumers 
can often end up choosing a cloud provider that is more expensive or does not give them what they really 
need. This is because some providers spend significantly on advertising their services online. In order to 
assist cloud customers in the selection of a suitable resource and cloud providers in implementing 
dynamic pricing, this work describes an automated dynamic pricing marketplace and a decision support 
system for cloud users. We present a multi-agent multi-auction based system through which such services 
are delivered. An evaluation has been carried out to determine how effectively the cloud market maker 
selects the resource, dynamically adjusts the price for the cloud users and the suitability of dynamic 
pricing for the cloud environment.   
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1. Introduction     
In recent years growing companies have needed to invest heavily in their IT infrastructures. This makes it 
difficult for new startups to become established and for small companies to develop and achieve their 
business goals. Today a growing number of cloud infrastructures are becoming increasingly important in 
addressing the needs of business. In many cases using the cloud reduces the financial barriers to enter a 
particular marketplace. Public cloud commonly follows a pay-as-you-go model. In this model, computing 
can be used as a utility which saves the user from investing significantly on IT infrastructure. Examples of 
public Clouds include Amazon Web Services, Google AppEngine, and Microsoft Azure [1]. These have 
attracted attention from both industry and academia due to their ability to provide cost effective services. 
They save growing companies from investing in complex IT infrastructure and the associated human 
resources that are required for managing them.  
    The adoption of cloud computing has increased to a remarkable level in the last few years.  The survey 
conducted by Cloud Industry Forum (CIF) showed that by the end of 2013 more than 75% of UK 
businesses would be using at least one type of cloud services [2]. Furthermore, AMI partners predict that 
by 2014, small and medium enterprises are expected to spend around $100bn on cloud computing [3].  
The rapid increase in its usage is generating economic growth in many sectors. According to a report by 
Gartner, the cloud computing market revenue has increased from $91.4bn in 2011 to $111bn in 2012 and 
this is expected to reach $206.6bn by 2016 [4].  
The general excitement surrounding cloud computing has attracted and increased the number of cloud 
providers, as a result of which competition among them is increasing. In order to survive and to prove 
successful, a pricing approach is required that can maximize the revenue of providers. In industries such 
as the Airlines a dynamic pricing approach is used to increase their profits.  Airlines have high levels of 
operational costs that include establishing and maintaining airline services, labor, airport equipment, 
airplanes, and other related services.  This upfront cost remains reasonably static whether an airplane 
carries one passenger or if it is full. Dynamic pricing plays a pivotal role in increasing revenues by filling 
each flight up to the greatest extent possible. Prices begin low but rise dynamically as more bookings are 
made and spare capacity reduces.  American Airlines are estimated to generate an additional $500 million 
in revenue every year based on its dynamic pricing strategies [5].   
    In a similar way to the airline industry, cloud providers also need to invest considerably in their 
infrastructure before they can begin trading. A heavy investment is required in procuring data center 
space, setting and management of the data center, software licensing, firewalls, physical security, and on 
human resources. This cost remains almost constant whether a provider serves one customer or a large 
number of customers. However, most Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud providers charge a fixed 
price for their services [6] with the exception of Amazon spot instances that use a dynamic pricing 
approach [7]. Dynamic pricing has shown to be beneficial in increasing the revenue of airlines. Cloud 
providers could therefore also potentially benefit by adopting similar strategies to increase their revenue. 
Thus, the first motivation of this work is to propose a dynamic pricing approach for cloud providers. 
    The increasing number of cloud providers whilst giving consumers a greater choice also makes it 
difficult for them to select the most appropriate provider for their needs. Every IaaS cloud provider prices 
their resources differently and customers therefore often need to get quotes from several potential 
suppliers. Searching for and comparing each and every cloud provider is a time consuming task. In order 
to do this, a customer could rely on prior knowledge about cloud providers or may opt for a well-known 
provider without really considering all the options. This may prove more expensive for the consumer and 
limits the entry of emerging cloud providers into the marketplace.   The many different cloud pricing 
models increases the need of a system that can support customers in deciding which cloud provider to 
select. A platform is therefore required which provides a unified view of cloud providers to customers. 
Therefore, the second motivation of this work is to assist customers in the selection of most suitable cloud 
provider for their requirements.  
    This paper presents Cloud Market Maker (CMM) a system which has been developed to create a 
dynamic pricing marketplace for providers and to provide users with decision support when choosing a 
cloud resource. The CMM creates a market wherein cloud providers can list their resources and 
associated prices; it dynamically adjusts the cloud resource price and assists customers in the selection of 
the most suitable provider from the market. The contribution of the paper is twofold.  Firstly, the CMM 
dynamically adjusts the prices of cloud resources in real-time using a supply demand auction based 
model. It assists providers in determining the market price for their resources. This also helps emerging 
providers to be discovered by potential customers.  Secondly, the CMM also works on the behalf of the 
cloud customer. It supports customers in making the decision regarding the most effective provider for 
their requirements. Based on the customers‟ requirements, it selects a suitable cloud provider for them by 
searching a unified view of suppliers. The CMM not only selects a suitable provider but also helps the 
user to contact them in order to buy and access the cloud resource. Both of these main features have 
novelty in themselves but together they produce an approach which has not been tried before according to 
the understanding of the authors. 
  The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 covers the work related to dynamic pricing strategies for 
cloud providers and existing comparison portals for IaaS cloud customers. It also considers the literature 
on Multi-agent Systems (MAS) and auction mechanisms. This review establishes the suitability of MAS 
and auction mechanism for constructing a cloud market maker. Based on the literature review, the cloud 
market maker system is presented in Section 3. An evaluation of the approach is covered in Section 4. 
Finally, the conclusion and future work are presented in Section 5. 
2. Related Work 
2.1  Cloud Pricing Models 
      In a rapidly changing environment such as the cloud, dynamic pricing is required in order to adapt to 
the constantly changing market conditions. It is an effective strategy to cope with unpredictable demand, 
unutilized resources, and to generate more revenue [8]. At present however most cloud providers offer 
resources at a fixed price (with the exception of Amazon‟s Spot Instances).  The resources offered by 
providers are mostly categorized as On-Demand and Reserved Instances. Amazon is the only major 
provider at present who is providing spot instances [7], on-demand and reserved instances. In order to 
acquire a spot instance the customer is required to place a bid. The user secures the instance when their 
bid exceeds the current spot price. The spot instance can be used for as long as the current spot price 
remains below the customer‟s bid. It is not known in advance how long the instance will be available for. 
The spot price of an instance changes in relation to the level of demand for it. Using this type of resource 
has its risks as it can be lost at any point in time when the spot price increases. This makes it of limited 
value in the majority of usage scenarios.  
    The usage of a Dynamic pricing strategy to maximize revenue for an individual provider was proposed 
by Xu and Li[8]. In this work a revenue management framework was proposed to tackle the infinite 
horizon dynamic pricing problem faced by Amazon.  In the cloud environment, the demand for resources 
is non-deterministic therefore a near optimal pricing policy is required to deliver a better return on 
investment. Further, an auction mechanism has been employed by Wei et al. for dynamic price adjustment 
in a cloud environment [9]. The proposed approach addresses the shortcoming of Amazon‟s spot 
instances. Unlike them, users are not interrupted in the middle of their task i.e. they can use the instance 
as long as they require. A mechanism has been proposed in the paper that guarantees the services; the 
instances once auctioned off are not made available to other users until the user terminates it.   
     An interesting study has been carried out by Arun and Marc [10] which considered the enhancement of 
the revenue that cloud providers generate. In a similar way to that of the airline industry, they have 
introduced the concept of different classes of buyer within a cloud environment. In an airline the classes 
of travel include economy, business and first class. The authors have employed this idea and based on the 
buyers‟ classes, current demand, resource reservation, and future prediction, the cloud resources are 
allocated to users. It was concluded from their study that in comparison with static methods, dynamic 
pricing generates more revenue and increases the utilization of a provider‟s resources. The advantages of 
dynamic pricing over static pricing in cloud environment have also been demonstrated in [11].   
     Existing work demonstrates the suitability of dynamic pricing for use in the cloud. It has been shown 
to increase the profit and utilization of resources. Dynamic pricing is presently employed by only one 
IaaS cloud provider (Amazon) whereas most of the other IaaS cloud providers employ static pricing for 
their resources. Furthermore, it has been observed from the literature that much of the work has been done 
to improve the existing dynamic pricing schemes work with an individual provider such as Amazon. At 
present, no system is available that works for a number of cloud providers. Our system however has the 
ability to create a market in which several IaaS cloud providers can list their resources and the market 
maker adjusts their resource price based on the current market situation. 
2.2 Decision Portals for Cloud Customers  
   Our work not only acts on the behalf of IaaS cloud providers but it also assists cloud customers.  Each 
supplier tends to have their own pricing models for their resources. A provider commonly packages their 
network, storage, and compute services differently which makes it difficult for customers to understand 
which factors make up their charges. A platform is therefore required that provides decision support and a 
unified view of IaaS cloud providers for cloud customers.  
    In order to assist customers in decision-making, the CloudHarmony portal [12] provides benchmarks 
for public cloud providers. Benchmarking parameters include network, performance, and uptime 
monitoring. Based on the benchmark results, the selection of cloud provider is often left to the customer. 
This is a time consuming task because customers need to compare each and every provider‟s benchmarks. 
Moreover, the portal does not assist the customers in making comparisons between the different pricing 
models of cloud providers.  The Cloudorado portal [6] also provides the pricing details of IaaS cloud 
providers to cloud customers. In order to make a comparison the customer is required to visit each and 
every cloud provider which is a time consuming task. This makes it difficult for the consumer to decide 
which provider is more appropriate for their requirements. 
Assisting customers in deciding which cloud provider is the most suitable one for their needs is the 
focus of work by Ang Li et.al [13] which proposed a cloud comparator (Cloudcmp). Based on customer‟s 
perceived preferences, a comparison of four top cloud providers including Amazon Web Services, 
Rackspace CloudServers, Microsoft Azure, and Google AppEngine was carried out in this paper. The 
results given were only relevant in the time period in which they were generated. They cannot be 
generalized due to the varying resource levels and heterogeneous pricing models of cloud providers. The 
system does not assist customers in resource selection.  Moreover, comparison of only the top four cloud 
providers has been carried out in this work and many emerging providers have therefore been missed out. 
Such issues could be resolved with the provision of an automated system that take into account the 
different pricing models of cloud providers and could assist potential customers in the selection of a 
suitable provider.  
   To enable cloud customers to locate a cost effective cloud provider for their requirements, 
PlanForCloud[14] creates a detailed cloud cost forecast for cloud customers. It produces a three year 
forecast based on customers‟ requirements and the list prices from providers for their respective services. 
This helps cloud customers to select the most cost effective cloud provider for their requirements. Our 
system is different from PlanForCloud as it dynamically adjusts the price for cloud providers. It also 
works for on-demand resources i.e. one hour or for a month. The user-based decision regarding the 
selection of a cloud provider is supported by our system. Customers and providers only need to provide 
their requirements and resource details. 
   During our literature review we could not find an automated system that can select a suitable cloud 
provider for cloud customers. Previous work  [6, 12, 13, 14] assist in the comparison of cloud providers 
but the decision of selection of a cloud provider is left to the customer which may be frustrating for users. 
Furthermore, the automated comparison of pricing models is not supported by existing work. A system is 
therefore required that can take into account the different pricing models and selects suitable provider for 
the cloud customers. In order to make a selection, an effective way of working out the best resource for 
user is required. An intelligent entity is therefore necessary that can work autonomously, on behalf of the 
users, and to assist them in comparison and deciding of a suitable cloud resource. Cloud computing has a 
dynamic nature i.e. resource that is available at one moment may disappear at the next. This means that an 
intelligent entity needs to be able to work 24/7 without human intervention.  A Multi-agent System 
(MAS) seems suitable for this task because agents have potential to intelligently take decisions and can 
manage rapidly changing conditions.  
2.3 Multi-Agent Systems for Managing Complex Environments 
         Over the past few years, MAS have found their application in information management. The use of 
MAS reduces the human effort and has proved to be useful in the constantly changing environment [15]. 
The flexible nature of agent based systems being employed in open and dynamic environments such as 
internet for information gathering, retrieval, and provision [16]. It is clear from the literature that agents 
can successfully mediate e-commerce transactions. Agents are employed in Business-to-Business (B2B), 
Business-to-Consumer (B2C), and Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C) environments. Agents have potential to 
perform tasks of e-commerce such analyzing and information gathering, resource brokering, and carry out 
the transactions on behalf of users [17,18]. 
    Multi-agent Systems have also demonstrated their ability to solve distributed computing problems and 
perform distributed information fusion [19]. MAS have been applied in the grid for resource management 
and scheduling. Chia-Hung Chien et. al. [20] proposed a multi-agent approach for allocating resources to 
tasks of a workflow in the grid environment. Agent-based technologies have not only demonstrated its 
advantage for grid resource allocation but also for grid resource management. Economic agents are 
employed by Li Chunlin and Li Layuan [21] for grid resource management.  The work in [22] uses agent 
teams for grid resource discovery, allocation, and management. The benefits and success of agents in the 
grid has also attracted their use in the cloud environment because problems in grid and cloud are quite 
similar. A multi-agent approach can be utilized for resource discovery, brokering, trading, and managing 
of cloud resources [23]. A MAS is used by Sim [24] for cloud resource discovery, negotiation, and 
service composition. An agent-based test-bed for cloud resource discovery, management, and Service 
Level Agreement (SLA) negotiation has been proposed in [25]. 
   The literature shows the potential of MAS to carry out complex tasks and demonstrates their suitability 
for a distributed environment such as the cloud. In this work we employed a MAS to construct the cloud 
market maker. Agents work on behalf of customers and providers. It selects a suitable provider for 
customer and dynamically adjusts the price for providers. Further, dynamic approach has been adopted 
for pricing of the cloud resources. Besides the many advantages of a dynamic pricing approach, it does 
however have some drawbacks which need to be addressed. 
2.4 Auctions 
     A dynamic pricing scheme introduces additional complexities that are associated with market pricing 
and budget planning [26]. Buyers and sellers are required to make up front choices in relation to their 
budgets and minimum pricing requirements. Constantly fluctuating levels of supply and demand 
necessitate that a mechanism is put in place which can adjust prices in real-time without user 
involvement. An auction mechanism appears to be well suited to these challenges because of its abilities 
in terms of price determination and adjustment. Given the supply and demand at any given point of time 
the price of the resource is automatically set. Furthermore, it also provides the room for price negotiation 
between parties [26, 27].  
     Auction mechanisms are not without their potential drawbacks however. For example, if an agent 
participates in just a single auction then there is always a possibility that they will lose it or perhaps pay 
above the market value for the item. Participation in multiple auctions helps agents in buying the good at 
a suitable price, not exceeding the buyer‟s valuation; it has attracted attention of many researchers. A 
multi-agent system called a BiddingBot is proposed in [28]. A heuristic bidding strategy for buying 
multiple goods in multiple English auctions has been proposed in [29]. The heuristic bidding algorithm 
that is employed in the paper is the Earliest Closest First (ECF) heuristic algorithm. A coordination 
algorithm for participation in multiple simultaneous English auctions (for multiple goods) is proposed in 
[30]. The coordination algorithm ensures that agent has the lowest leading bids possible to purchase the 
required number of goods. A Neuro-Fuzzy Approach is used in [31] for bidding in the multiple English 
auctions.  
A multi-auction approach has a great deal of promise, especially as it closely follows the ways in which 
humans create supply demand based marketplaces. This strongly suggests that it is also suitable for use in 
our Cloud Market Maker. Unlike Amazon spot instances, CMM employs an auction mechanism to 
determine the dynamic price of cloud resources by creating a market within which a number of different 
cloud providers participate. The price is adjusted up or down based on the current market conditions and 
it therefore provides balanced benefits to both consumers and providers. Furthermore, our system 
employs a multi-auction approach to increase the probability that customers will be able to acquire 
resources within their time constraints. 
2.5 Cloud Brokers 
      A financial brokerage model for cloud computing has been proposed by Rogers and Cliff (R&C) [32]. 
The R&C brokerage model extends the WZH reservation model [33]. The broker proposed in [32] acts as 
an intermediary for cloud providers and customers. The broker translates on-demand behavior to reserve 
instance requirements which helps providers to forecast market demand for the following 12 to 36 
months. This assists them to manage their resources in terms of capacity and to plan for future periods of 
demand. It also works for cloud customers and assists them to acquire resources at lower prices.  
      The system proposed in [32] seems quite similar to our work. However, there are several significant 
differences. Our cloud market maker adjusts resource prices for cloud providers based on the current 
market conditions. It also provides them a platform through which they can advertise to attract customers. 
The R&C model does not dynamically adjust the price for cloud providers its aim instead is to forecast 
future demand. Unlike the R&C model, the cloud market maker doesn‟t need to buy resources from cloud 
providers and therefore does not directly provide the resources instead of the provider. It only takes the 
resource details from providers and makes them available to cloud customers by providing them a unified 
view.  
    Both the R&C system and the cloud market maker work for cloud customers. The goal of the R&C 
model is to provide economical resources to cloud customers, whereas the aim of the cloud market maker 
is not only to select most economical resource but also to select the most suitable one. The R&C model 
also works only for reserved instances whereas the cloud market maker works for both on-demand and 
reserved instances. Furthermore, it is not clear in [32] which types of cloud providers are being 
considered whereas in our work only IaaS cloud providers are targeted.  
2.6 A Marketplace for Cloud Users  
In order to allow Amazon cloud customers to sell their unused EC2 reserve instances to other Amazon 
customers, Amazon recently opened the Reserved Instance Marketplace [34]. Their goal is to provide a 
new facility to existing Amazon customers through which they can sell their unused resources. A paper 
published by John and Philip [35] argued that the opportunities which exist for cloud brokerage are 
reducing and that new secondary markets, such as Amazon‟s Reserved Instance Marketplace are 
replacing them.  
Recently, the IaaS cloud provider Enomaly opened a clearing house and marketplace called SpotCloud [3, 
36]. Using SpotCloud, cloud service providers can sell their unused resources to buyers and resellers who 
require resources at the best possible price. SpotCloud provides the opportunity to providers to sell their 
unused resources which may otherwise go unsold. Unlike SpotCloud, our system helps providers in 
dynamic price adjustment (both up and down) and assists customers in finding a suitable provider. In our 
approach, the providers‟ resources are not sold to the marketplace. Our work presents a new type of 
market-based decision support system for cloud users. SpotCloud and the Amazon Reserved Instance 
Marketplace show that such a concept is practical. It also appears that cloud providers are looking to 
embrace new techniques which allow them to generate more revenue from their resources. 
3. The Cloud Market Maker System 
3.1 Motivating Example 
    Before going into greater detail regarding the Cloud Market Maker we will consider a practical 
example which will clarify the anticipated application of system. Assume a company „Cloudy Inc.‟ starts 
a new project (say Project 1) that requires heavy computing resources. The company buys some new 
hardware for the completion of the project. While project „1‟ is in progress, the company receives a new 
project „2‟ which also requires a heavy investment. This not only limits the company in terms of starting 
additional projects but also makes it difficult for it to grow. To meet this need, the company decides to 
use the capabilities of cloud computing. It searches for the suitable provider for its needs. It must look at 
each available provider before making a decision and there are many of them (it takes more than a week.) 
Cloudy Inc. eventually decides to use provider „C‟ because it is well-known, it advertises its services 
well, and its pricing model is easy to understand. Provider „A‟ is a new provider and is therefore not 
selected by the cloud customer because it does not know what reputation it has. Furthermore, it does not 
select provider „B‟ because its pricing model is complicated and is not understood well by the customer. 
In this case Cloudy Inc. loses out because provider C is actually much more expensive than providers A 
and B. This reduces its profitability and thus its long-term stability.  
    Let us now look at the same example from the cloud provider‟s perspective. An emerging provider 
such as provider „A‟ may likely face problems making customers because it has limited marketing 
resources and needs to establish a good reputation before the majority of customers will trust it. Due to 
this, most of its resources are underutilized which makes it difficult for the provider to break even, find its 
place in the market, and compete with other cloud providers. Provider „C‟ is a well-known provider and 
might face the opposite problem by having too many customers and not enough computing resources to 
serve all of them. This may result in damage to its reputation among its customers and instability in its 
systems.  
   The case study discussed above illustrates that cloud customers face problems when selecting the most 
suitable cloud provider. High prices and complex cost models limit their choices. Cloud customers thus 
rely on their prior knowledge regarding cloud provider which further restrict their decisions. On the other 
hand, cloud providers can experience dramatic swings in resource usage. At some less busy times hardly 
any resources are rented out and other times demand exceeds capacity. This makes it difficult for them to 
achieve their business goals. Furthermore, new and emerging providers find it difficult to attract 
customers because consumers trust on their knowledge or experience in deciding the provider for their 
requirements. 
   A unified platform is therefore required by both cloud customers and providers. Customers need it for 
decision making and providers require it to efficiently utilize their resources and to attract customers. 
However, the literature shows that at present no such system is available. Therefore, we have developed a 
marketplace called Cloud Market Maker for cloud users. It is a unified platform for cloud customers and 
providers. It will attract customers because of its ability to work on their behalf by helping them to decide 
on a suitable provider for their requirements.  
   Providers also need to be part of the marketplace in order to make their resources available to potential 
consumers. They can register each of their virtual machines in the marketplace which are given a unique 
identifier. They are then sold automatically using an agent-based auction mechanism. Cloud market 
maker dynamically adjusts the price for cloud providers which will help them to efficiently utilize their 
resources and to manage demand thereby improving their service provision. At the end of a successful 
auction a customer is paired with a provider at an agreed price. The unique identifier is then used to direct 
the user and transaction to the pre-existing payment and virtual machine provisioning systems of the 
selected provider. Our system is designed to co-exist with the existing policies and mechanisms of cloud 
providers such as Amazon and Rackspace rather than to rely on future developments in InterCloud [37] 
operability. The only extra requirement on providers is that they will need to carefully manage a registry 
of which virtual machines are part of the marketplace and which are available to their internal sales 
platforms. We believe that this makes our system practically applicable for real-world cloud providers.    
   Cloud Market Maker is intended to be deployed by a third party service provider who supplies 
interfaces for both cloud providers and customers. Through such web-based interfaces both groups enter 
their requirements. This simplifies the application set up as it means that the platform (discussed in next 
section) does not need to be deployed locally on the systems of cloud provider or customers. Cloud 
providers are given login IDs and submit information regarding their available instances. They can view 
the details of their previous auctioned instances. The system also shows the status of their current 
instances. Through the cloud customers‟ interface, users can provide their requirements, urgency, and 
budget details. The customers can also view status of their requests. Using our system, the cloud 
providers will provide their resource and price details only. The aim of our system is not to take over the 
hosting from cloud providers but to apply dynamic pricing to their existing offerings. The system matches 
customers with providers by considering the requirements of both parties within the supply and demand 
context that exists at a given time. 
3.2 System Architecture 
     The cloud market maker is required to perform complex tasks (price regulation and decision regarding 
best provider), work on behalf of users, work autonomously, and dynamic nature of the cloud requires it 
to work 24/7. Therefore an intelligent entity has been identified for this purpose. The literature review, 
which was briefly summarized in section 2, demonstrated the suitability of a multi-agent system for our 
purpose and it has therefore been employed in CMM. Furthermore, the literature showed the benefits of a 
multi-auction approach for dynamic price adjustment and it has therefore been applied to create a 
marketplace. The use of agents in auctions has been shown to outperform humans in several studies [38, 
39]. The auction process involves bidding which is time consuming; the use of agents in the bidding 
process saves time and also provides the flexibility of participating in multiple simultaneous auctions 
[39]. Based on the analysis made in the previous section, the cloud market maker has been designed and 
developed accordingly. 
   The architecture of the cloud market maker has been designed by taking into consideration the multi-
auction approach and agents that are required for complex decision making. Therefore, the system follows 
a multi-agent architecture. The agents work autonomously and create automated marketplace for cloud 
users. The system is required to incorporate agents that can work for providers and customers, manage 
and run auctions (for dynamic price adjustment), handle the information regarding the auctions running in 
the system, and control the overall platform. The architecture of the cloud market maker system has been 
designed by taking this in consideration and is shown in Figure 1.  It shows how the six classes of agents 
in the system work together. 
 
Figure 1: Architecture of the Cloud Market Maker 
The Agents in the Cloud Market Maker 
Agents: Platform Agent (PA), Customer Agent (CA), PRovider Agent (PrA), Blackboard Agent 
(BA), Leader Auctioneer Agent (LAA), and Auctioneer Agent (AA) 
1. The PA is responsible for launching and managing the agents and scaling the system up and down in 
relation to system load. 
2. The customer makes requests and the provider issues offers via the respective CA and PrA. 
3.  The BA displays the auctions running in the system.  
4.  The AA are managed, launched, and deleted from the system by LAA.  
 
 
3.3 The Working of the Cloud Market Maker        
    The architecture, as shown Figure 1, shows that customer and provider agents work on behalf of the 
cloud customers and providers. The customer agent is responsible for placing bids in an auction and 
selection of most suitable resource for the customer. The cloud users (providers and customers) provide 
the requirements details to the system through the interface of the cloud market maker (as shown in 
Figure 1). The requirements details include system specification and user details. In addition to this the 
cloud customers also provide their urgency values to the system; this will be discussed in detail in section 
3.4. In IAAS cloud services, resources are commonly delivered in the form of virtual machines (VMs).  
The Operating System (OS), network bandwidth, and location are not currently taken into account by the 
system and are therefore not included in requirements by users. These may be considered by some to be 
important parameters, but they are also prone to dynamism and make accurate comparisons difficult. 
Bandwidth for example, can be dependent on networking conditions at a given time and may therefore 
change frequently. Moreover, the instances provided reflects the on-demand or reserved instances. The 
notion of Amazon‟s spot instance is not considered because currently only Amazon is providing spot 
instances. Moreover, users may not often choose spot instance for their requirements because there is 
always a risk that there tasks will be cancelled when the market price of that spot instance becomes 
greater than the user offered price. 
   The platform agent controls the overall system. The leader auctioneer agent handles the auctioneer 
agents.  The auctioneer agent in the system is responsible for managing the auctions that include starting, 
restarting, and closing of auctions. The auctioneer agent is also responsible for dynamic price adjustment. 
When cloud provider provides the details of unused/available resources to the system, the system will 
make the resource available to customers by auctioning it. In a similar way to that of Ebay [40], the cloud 
market maker also makes  resources available whenever a provider needs to sell / rent out a resource i.e. 
the resources are made available for auction by providers. If an auction is unable to sell the resource then 
auctions are rescheduled every 30 minutes (in our system each auction lasts 30 minutes). However, 
auction duration can be configured after further experimentation to match the needs of the system or the 
load upon it.    
    The auction selection process is just as important as bidding in an auction. If the auction selection is 
poor then chance of acquiring the resource is also likely to be very low. The selection algorithm has 
therefore been carefully designed and is covered later in this section. The selection source is equally 
important i.e. the mechanism by which the customer agent gets to know about the auctions that are 
currently running in the system. The architecture of the system shows that a blackboard has been 
employed to display the auctions. In a blackboard architecture [41] agents do not directly communicate 
with each other instead the information is made available to all agents in a system through a common 
information space. This reduces the complexity and overhead of message exchange between the agents. 
Furthermore, this is well suited for dynamic environments. The customer agent interacts with the 
respective blackboard to get the required information. It saves the time of customer agent and reduces the 
message overheads. The working of the system is explained below. 
     Providers send details regarding their available resources to the PrA. The PrA sends information to the 
LAA regarding the new entry. On receiving the resource details from the provider, the LAA starts an 
auction.  The customers enter the system via the PA. The PA registers the customers and the customer 
request is then given to CA. Based on the customer‟s request; the CA is redirected to the blackboard 
agent. The BA is responsible for managing the blackboard. The blackboard displays the available 
resources of providers for auction. The offers are given to the BA by the provider agent who takes the 
requirements details from providers. The blackboard has seven entries i) Auction ii) Provider ID iii) Item 
ID iv) Current highest bid in an auction v) Number of bidders in an auction vi) End-Time (each auction 
will run for 30 minutes) and vii) requirements details. The reason for including the ItemID is that it might 
be possible that one provider lists multiple resources; the ItemID helps in distinction. The CA reads the 
blackboard and based on the selection function, given in the subsequent section, the CA selects the 
auction to participate in. In case if agent finds that winning is not possible in the auction then the CA can 
switch to some other auction. This increases the probability of getting the resource. Finally, the result of 
the auction is given to the customer and the provider agents. The customer and provider agents return the 
result to the customer and the provider. Furthermore, the database as shown in Figure 1 holds the 
information of customers, providers, feedback, and rating of providers.  
3.4 Selection of Resource and Dynamic Price Adjustment 
     This section covers the resource selection and dynamic price adjustment techniques in detail. In the 
first step the blackboard is read by the CA, which selects an auction using a Selection Function which is 
shown in Figure 2. The CA considers seven parameters for selection: current highest bid of an auction 
(a1), remaining time of auction (a2), current number of bidders in an auction (a3), budget of the customer 
(a4), urgency of the customer (a5), remaining time to get the resource (a6), and Quality of Service (QoS) 
(a7). Urgency is an option which gives the customer the ability to indicate how urgently the resource is 
required. The urgency is categorized into six groups i) Immediate (i.e. within 1 hour) ii) within 2 hours 
iii) within 3 hours iv) within 6 hours v) within 12 hours  vi) and within 16 hours. Urgency plays an 
important role in price acclimation. The immediate urgency level reflects the customer‟s willingness to 
pay the maximum of their budget. The lower urgency levels (such as 12 hours, 16 hours) indicate that a 
customer prefers to get the most economical resource and it gives agents the chance to search for the most 
affordable ones. The urgency values can be fined tuned during the experimentation phase. The selected 
values reflect the capability of system to adjust the price in relation to different urgency levels; this is 
further explained in bidding algorithm which is given in Section 3.4.3.  
3.4.1  Quality Of Service (QoS) 
     Before going into the detail of how the selection function and bidding algorithm are used in practice, it 
is important to consider the Quality of Service (QoS) that is provided. In a dynamic environment such as 
the cloud, it is quite difficult and challenging to analyze QoS levels because users‟ preferences regarding 
it may vary. Therefore in order to capture this aspect, our system considers only the rating of cloud 
providers. Customers‟ feedback includes availability of instances, performance, response time, fulfillment 
of Service Level Agreement (SLA) of a provider, and elasticity. The metrics through which customers 
rate a service is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1: Feedback by Cloud Customers 
No. Parameters Rating 
1. Availability  
Excellent, Very Good, 
Good, Average, and 
Poor 
2. Performance 
3.  Response Time 
4.  Fulfillment of 
SLA 
5.  Elasticity 
 
Customers provide feedback regarding the cloud services they access via the CMM system. They rate the 
services using a range from Excellent to Poor. Based on the customers‟ feedback, the system implicitly 
assigns weights (points) to the providers‟ services; this helps in quantifying the QoS.  For Excellent, Very 
Good, Good, Average, and Poor rating 10, 9, 8, 5 and 0 points have been set. Using the customers‟ 
feedback the system calculates the individual provider ratings; it implicitly assigns an overall score of 
between 0-10 to each provider. The system calculates a provider‟s QoS by taking the average of its 
feedback.  
3.4.2 Selection Function 
      A selection function has been created in order for agents to be able to choose between resources. A 
multi-attribute utility function (U) is used for this purpose because in order to select an auction, a number 
of attributes need to be considered. The urgency value guides the selection of auction in the first place and 
is also useful in determining how bids should be placed during it. The budget is used during selection to 
check if the highest bid is less than customer budget or not. Moreover, the comparison of budget and 
current highest bid in an auction also helps in selecting those auctions that CA can bid in. After pruning 
the number of auctions (L), the utility function is applied on the selected auctions to see which auction is 
the most suitable for the agent to participate in.  
    In order to understand how the selection function is used in practice let us consider the following 
scenario. Suppose a new customer enters the system and provides the requirements to the CA. Based on 
the given requirements, the CA reads the relevant blackboard. In order to increase the probability of an 
agent successfully getting a resource, the CA will tend to select an auction that ends within a short period 
of time. This means that an agent will likely have the chance to participate in multiple auctions (if for 
example it fails to get the resource from current auction.) The CA needs to select the most appropriate 
auction to participate in. It firstly considers the customer‟s urgency and budget. The comparison of 
highest bid in an auction with the customer‟s budget is based on the urgency.  
    The urgency of the customer guides in auction selection and bidding. As the urgency for a resource 
increases (time reduces) agents are allowed to select and bid up to an increasing percentage of their 
overall budgets. For example, if urgency is: 16 hours, 12 hours or 6 hours then the customer agent will 
check if the highest bid in an auction is less than or equal to 20%, 40%, and 70% of the customer‟s budget 
before going ahead with a selection and a bid. Within the last three hours of the agent‟s deadline the CA 
will increase the threshold to 80%. If the urgency is one hour then the customer agent will check if 
highest bid in an auction is less than 95% of customer‟s budget. These thresholds were calculated in 
relation to the urgency levels. Different thresholds can be chosen to provide greater flexibility to 
customers. The urgency levels and thresholds will not negatively impact the provider because the auction 
mechanism ensures that the resource is provided above or at the provider‟s minimum required price. 
Moreover, the customer agent will participate in the earliest closing auction. In the case of the immediate 
urgency level; the number of active bidders in an auction is also considered. Based on these attributes, the 
points are calculated through the utility function and each auction is assigned the points accordingly.  The 
selection function is given in Figure 2. The variables a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, and a7 in Algorithm 1 were 
previously described (at start of Section 3.4). 
Algorithm 1: Selection Function 
Input: a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7  
Output: Selected Auction 
IF a5 NOT EQUAL 0    
   Then 
       IF a4 Greater Than a1  
         Then    
     x1 = (1-(a1/a4)) 
     x2 = 10-a3 
     x3= (1- (a2) /(a6)) 
     x4= a7 
         IF u=u1then 
         U=∑(x1, x2, x3, x4) 
         Else 
     U=∑(x1, x3, x4) 
  END IF-ELSE 
END IF 
END IF 
Figure 2. Selection Function 
The utility for each auction is calculated. In the case where two or more auctions return the same utility 
score the CA will choose the first auction with that score. The CA will participate in the auction with the 
greatest utility score. If urgency is immediate, then only those auctions will be selected that have a1<95% 
of customer‟s budget. The auctions in which a1=>95% of customer‟s budget will not be considered 
because there is lower chance of getting an item from such auctions. It might also be possible that the 
highest bid is so close to the customer‟s budget that the agent cannot make a bid. The 95% threshold is 
chosen so that CA has some chance of placing bids in an auction and acquiring the resource without 
exceeding the customer‟s budget. If a1<95% of customer‟s budget then the CA will calculate x1, x2, x3, 
and  x4 and based on the value of U, the auction is selected. The CA will participate in the auction which 
has the greatest value of U. The reason for not considering x2 for low urgency is that there is enough time 
for CA to buy an item. In this case it is less important to limit the number of bidders. Considering the 
number of bidders for immediate urgency increases the chance of resource acquisition. This is because 
generally speaking the fewer bidders there are in an auction the more likely that an agent will win the 
resource. The limitation of ten bidders is therefore only used for the immediate urgency level which can 
be further adjusted by experimentation.  
3.4.3 Bidding Algorithm 
     After the selection of the relevant auction, the customer agent bids in the auction using the bidding 
algorithm given in Figure 3(only first and last cases are shown here). The auction determines the market 
price of a given resource. In some cases a large number of bidders may act to increase a resource price but 
the system always ensures that selected resources remain within the customer‟s budget. In a similar way 
to that of the selection function, urgency also plays an important role in bid placement during an auction. 
The reason for using different urgency levels during bidding is to give the customer agent a chance to 
acquire most economical resource for the customer. In cases with a low urgency level (16 hrs, 12 hrs, 6 
hrs) the customer agent attempts to get a resource at the lowest possible cost to the user even if this means 
participating in several auctions. 
    The customer agent starts with a low percentage of its overall budget. If it fails to acquire the resource 
at such a percentage then it gradually increases it. When the urgency level reaches immediate the 
customer agent bids up to 100% of its budget in order to increase the chance of resource acquisition. If 
urgency levels are not considered during bidding then the system would always bid up to maximum of the 
customer‟s budget. This may not necessarily result in the acquisition of the most economical resource for 
customers. Therefore, the urgency of the customer is considered during selection and bidding. 
Furthermore, it is worthwhile to mention that at all levels of urgency the system ensures that resources are 
only sold at or above the providers‟ reserve price. This process follows strategies which humans 
commonly use in auctions to buy items in a cost effective manner. For example, consider how many 
people use Ebay in a similar way when they are shopping for something. 
Algorithm 2: Bidding Algorithm 
Input: Bids in Auction 
Output: Result (Win or Lose) 
Auction A selected 
After selection CA switches to the following cases; 
 
Case1: a6 LESS than Equal 1hour 
IF a1 LESS than 95% of customer‟s Budget then  
      Continue bidding until 100% of  
      customer‟s budget is reached. 
     
    IF outbid then 
     Use selection function to select another 
     auction  
 
Case6: a6 EQUALS 16 hours 
IF a1 LESS than 20% of customer‟s budget then 
     Continue bidding until 20% of customer‟s  
     budget is reached.   
 
    IF outbid OR a1 GREATER than 20% of  
    customer‟s budget then 
     Use selection function to select another 
     auction 
Figure 3. Bidding Algorithm 
     The selection of suitable resource is considered during auction selection whereas the bidding algorithm 
dynamically adjust the price. In order to find the system‟s capability, an evaluation has been carried out 
and is covered in detail in the next section. 
4. Evaluation  
        In order to evaluate the Cloud Market Maker system, it is important to examine the system's ability 
to satisfy the cloud customers and providers in terms of resource selection and dynamic price adjustment. 
This can be carried out by establishing the system‟s capabilities when it is presented with a range of user 
preferences and a rapidly changing market environment. A prototype system was therefore fully 
implemented using JADE [42] which was then used during the evaluation process. The system works for 
users and supports them in decision making. To evaluate how well it performs these roles we need to 
examine the system‟s ability to reach an agreement between customers and providers for a given resource. 
Therefore, the first criterion employed for evaluation is to calculate the number of successful transactions 
i.e. the number of winners. It demonstrates the number of customers/ providers satisfied by the system. It 
also shows how effectively customers have been mapped to providers using the multi-agent approach. 
     In addition to the selection of the best provider for cloud customers, the cloud market maker also 
dynamically adjusts the price for cloud providers. To determine the suitability of dynamic pricing for 
cloud providers, the second criterion for evaluation is the transacting price. It is the price at which the 
resource is provided to the customer. It indicates the customers‟ total budget usage and providers‟ total 
revenue generated when static and dynamic pricing approach is employed.  Furthermore, to discover the 
aptness of dynamic pricing for a changing environment like the cloud, a comparison of static and dynamic 
pricing has been carried out.  
    The evaluation of the system was quite challenging because at present no comparable system could be 
found. Therefore, the only system that CMM system can be compared to is that of a manual approach.  
Such an approach involves humans in the selection process. The manual selection of resource illustrates 
the humans‟ capability to make the decision regarding the cloud resource selection. Therefore for this 
evaluation, the mapping of customers to providers was firstly carried out manually to estimate the 
possible number of transactions and the transacting price then it was done using our prototype to 
determine the system‟s performance. A comparison was then carried out between the number of 
transactions and the transacting prices that were delivered by the manual and automatic methods. The 
comparison shows the benefits of using the cloud market maker for complex decision making regarding 
cloud resource selection and dynamic pricing. The experimental setup is explained in the following 
section; it also covers the manual and automated methods. 
4.1 Experimental Setup 
The CMM system requires input from both cloud providers and customers. Cloud customers and 
providers give their requirements and resource details to the system using a standard web-based interface. 
Input from cloud customers varies in terms of resource details, requirement details, urgency, and pricing. 
In order to understand what is necessary in terms of creating a realistic simulation of such an environment 
let us consider an example. Imagine there are five customers (C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5) and each provides 
their requirements to the system. Eight virtual machine resources (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, and R8) 
are available and the customers want to select a suitable resource (provider) from the available options.  
C1 has enough budget and its requirements match R3. C1 bids for R3 and acquires the resource as it has a 
sufficient budget to buy it. C2 and C3 fail to get a resource because currently the available resources do 
not match their requirements. Both C4 and C5 bid for R5. C5 wins the auction for the resource due to it 
having a higher budget and a close mapping between its requirements and R5. C4 has enough time 
available to get the resource so it waits for a new resource to become available as remaining resources 
(R1, R2, R4, R6, and R7) do not match its requirements.  
      The previous example demonstrates one of the possible scenarios that can occur in a real-time 
environment. Many such situations can occur in dynamic real environments and therefore a range of 
simulated inputs from both customers and providers are required in order to carry out a proper evaluation 
of the cloud market maker system. Furthermore, the decision of the system is influenced by the current 
market circumstances. In real-time the load on the system is not likely to remain constant, this is due to 
dynamic nature of the cloud. A situation can occur where large numbers of resources are available for 
auctions and customers need to consider them all before making a decision. Similarly, the conditions for 
providers are also dynamic. It is possible that for a particular provider, the numbers of requests surge at 
one time point. In such a case the price may fluctuate quite wildly In order to test the system against the 
main real-time scenarios simulated inputs were given to it. A wide range of possible real-time scenarios 
were carefully considered during the design of the experiments in order to evaluate the system as 
accurately as possible. This was because we could not ask cloud providers such as Amazon to try out our 
marketplace on their live systems as this would have been too risky financially for them. The simulation 
allows us to quantify the performance of the system prior to carrying out live tests.     
      During experimentation a range of different sets of inputs were given to the system in order to find out 
its capability of selection and price adjustment based on current market circumstances. A number of test 
cases were designed. Every test case contained two lists. One of the two lists contained the customers‟ 
information and their requirements details. The other list contained the providers‟ information and their 
resource details. These data sets were given as input to the system; the output shows the number of 
successful transactions and the transacting prices. The test cases help to assess the system‟s capability 
against a human decision maker given a range of different input sets. 
 
      To simulate the dynamic nature of the cloud, variable levels of load were placed on the system.  In 
order to assess the ability of the system to handle dynamic load conditions, data sets of different sizes 
were given to the system. The data sets were categorized in four major categories, small, medium, large, 
and extra- large. Each small dataset contained maximum of 10 providers or customers. For medium, 
large, and extra-large datasets the maximum numbers of providers and customers were 25, 50, and 100. In 
order to keep the survey within capability of the people who were doing it, a maximum of 100 providers 
and customers were considered.  Further, by list of providers we mean the total number of resources listed 
by providers. It is likely that each provider will list more than a single free resource at any given time. By 
considering a range of inputs to the system we can understand how it performs in various situations. 
     Each category (small, medium, large, and extra-large) of the test cases considers three major scenarios 
of types of input to the system i) small number of customers and large number of providers ii) large 
number of customers and small number of providers and iii) equal number of both. For each case the 
number of possible transactions is either the minimum number of providers or the minimum number of 
customers. For example, suppose there are 10 providers and 5 customers then the maximum number of 
transactions that are possible can only be 5. In the case of equal numbers, either the number of customers 
or the providers can be considered. Taking this into consideration, data sets covering each scenario were 
used in the experiments.  The datasets were first evaluated by manual approach and then by our system. 
The manual and automated approaches are now explained in greater detail. 
4.1.1 Manual Approach 
     As previously mentioned, the CMM system was compared to a manual system in order to carry out the 
evaluation.  The manual mapping allows us to determine how effectively humans can map the resources 
when given large number of options. It shows the human‟s capability to make decision regarding the best 
cloud resource selection for their requirements. It further helps to clarify the benefits of the cloud market 
system for cloud users. The manual approach was quite challenging as the manual mapping of customers 
and providers can be done in a number of ways because every customer may have different preferences or 
methods. In order to explore this, ten potential customers were interviewed to capture their buying 
behavior and selection criteria. To ensure fairness, the potential customers that were selected had no 
knowledge of system selection criteria. Every customer was interviewed individually and buying behavior 
was recorded.  
      From the interview it was found that most of the customers preferences were i) Price ii) Brand iii) 
Quality iv) Demand level/Time and v) Ease of access. The outcome of interviews is shown in Figure 4.  
During the interview process many customers inquired about the brand of the provider. As this is 
somewhat subjective it is not presently included in the characteristics of our system, this parameter is not 
considered in the manual method. The other reason for not including this parameter is to be fair to 
emerging providers. It is also difficult to consider timing in the manual approach because the time 
considered in prototype spans to 16 hours and it is difficult to express in manual approach. During 
interviews it became clear that the customers‟ priority was to get resources quickly. The aim of this 
interview was to capture their criteria for selection which was then used as a foundation for the manual 
process. After the interview, each customer was given the lists of providers and customers. They were 
asked to map the two lists. After the manual mapping the same lists as provided in manual mapping were 
executed by the system. 
 
Figure 4: Customers' Preferences 
 
4.1.2 Automated Approach 
       The automated approach was also evaluated using sets of system inputs. The output was then 
analyzed in order to determine capabilities of the system. To ensure that the results were fair it was 
necessary that the experimental setup for both manual and automated approach was the same. However 
for the automated approach, a number of extra scenarios can occur in a real environment. This is because 
input from providers regarding new resources can be given to the system anytime during the urgency 
timeframe of the customer. This is how the system would work in a real-time environment. However, the 
system cannot be evaluated with this setup because this is not really possible to do this with the manual 
mapping process. Therefore, it is necessary to exploit the setups are possible for both manual and 
automated approaches. Different real-time scenarios and the choices that were made during the evaluation 
are now explained. 
       It is possible that during the urgency period of the customer i) an auction isn‟t available at the start 












are created at the start and no new auctions are added in the middle of the customer‟s urgency period iv) a 
large number of auctions are opened at the start and new auctions keep being added in the middle of 
customer‟s urgency period v) no auction opens and urgency of customer is reached thus producing zero 
transactions vi) auctions are opened when the urgency of customers is about to end. In order to fairly 
evaluate the system using the manual and automated approaches, scenario iii was the only option that was 
possible with both approaches without producing trivial results. If other scenarios had been considered 
then the results could have been biased against the manual approach. It is possible, in automated 
approach, that auctions are added/opened in the middle in order to increase the number of transactions. 
This is not however possible in a manual approach. Further, the chosen scenario allows us to determine 
how successfully the system selects the appropriate cloud resource from a large resource pool. The goal 
of the evaluation is to understand the system‟s capability to make complex decisions.  
      For every category (small, medium, large, and extra-large) of the dataset ten experiments were 
conducted to verify the outcome for the manual and automated processes. Firstly the number of 
transactions and transacting price for each dataset was calculated manually. Then each test case was 
executed automatically for six urgency levels which were mentioned previously (Section 3.4).  The 
number of transactions and transacting price (for both manual and automated approach) is the average 
that is calculated from the experiments.  
4.2 Results 
    The results allow us to compare the manual and automated systems. The comparison allows us to 
confirm the benefits of the cloud market maker system for cloud users; it shows how the CMM system 
assists in the selection and dynamic price adjustment without human involvement. The criteria, i.e. the 
number of successful transactions and the transacting price, were previously explained.  
 
 
4.2.1 Number of Successful Transactions 
      The number of transactions delivered by the manual and automated outcomes is shown in Figures 5, 
6, 7 and 8.  Figure 5 presents the results for small data sets; Figure 6, 7, and 8 shows the output of 
medium, large, and extra-large data sets. 
 
Figure 5: Number of Transactions for Small Data Set 
     From Figure 5 it is clear that if the dataset is small, then in some experiments (but not all) the manual 
and automated approaches show similar number of transactions; this is due to the fact that creating 
mapping manually is not that difficult because of the limited options available. The precise reason for a 
low number of transactions at low urgency levels (16 hours, 12 hours) for automated approach is 
explained later on.  
 
Figure 6: Number of Transactions for Medium Data Set 
   The results for the medium dataset are shown in Figure 6, almost same trend as for small dataset has 
been observed. But it has been observed that for the immediate urgency level the automated approach 
performs a little better than the manual one. The difference is not that large because traversing and 
manually mapping the list of twenty five customers and providers is not that challenging. 
 
Figure 7: Number of Transactions for large Data Set 
   When the number of customers and providers are increased to 50 as shown in Figure 7, the automated 
approach outperforms manual approach. From the above figure it is clear that when number of options 
increases, manual mapping becomes much more difficult.  
 
Figure 8: Number of Transactions for Extra-Large Data Set 
    In the case of the extra-large dataset, as shown in Figure 8, it has been shown that the automated 
approach greatly outperforms the manual approach. During the manual approach when the dataset is 
extra-large, the manual mapping was done without really considering and traversing every option. 
Moreover, it has been observed that when numbers of options increases then only first few items in the 
lists were traversed in the manual approach thus reducing the number of transactions. The manual 
mapping of the large and extra-large data sets showed a significant increase in the degree of difficulty.  
The mapping showed that humans find it difficult to look for each and every option before making the 
final decision and this may not necessarily help them to select the best option.  
The results show that different datasets influence the decisions of the human subjects involved in the 
manual mapping experiment. This is because the complexity regarding the selection and decision making 
increases with the availability of large number of options. For example consider a situation when a 
customer needs to buy an item „A‟ from the market. The customer will easily make the decision if there 
are limited options available. In a case with a large number of possible options, the customer will find it 
quite difficult to select and decide and it may not necessarily results in selection of most suitable one. The 
same observation was made during manual mapping. The mapping was easily carried out for small 
number of possibilities; however the difficulty level increased with large number of options.  
Furthermore, humans also lose interest when they need to compare each and every option which may 
result in selection of the resource that is not the most suitable one. Therefore, the number of transactions 
produced by manual approach is lower for large datasets. This demonstrates the suitability of automated 
systems for such complex decisions.  
     The results further show fewer transactions for the automated approach when the urgency level is low. 
This is because of the experimental setup and design of the system.  The system design shows that during 
selection, customer agents firstly compare the highest bid in an auction with customer‟s budget. For 
example if the urgency or remaining time is 16 hours then customer agent select only that resource that is 
less than 20% of customer‟s budget. The customer agent does not select that resource which costs above 
20% of budget at this urgency level. The customer agent then gradually increases its threshold in relation 
to customer‟s remaining time to get the resource. At low urgency levels the goal of customer agent is to 
get the most economical resource for customer. Therefore, it does not tend to select the resource above 
the specified thresholds (in selection and bidding algorithm). This naturally reduces the number of 
transactions at these urgency levels.  When the remaining time (to acquire the resource) reduces, the 
customer agent increases its threshold. This often results in a large number of transactions at the higher 
(immediate, 2, and 3 hours) urgency levels.    
       The other factor which has influenced the number of transactions at low urgency levels is the 
experimental setup. This setup was chosen to enable a fair comparison between manual and automated 
approaches. If other setups were used, as mentioned previously, then the outcome could be a different 
pattern depending on the time (during customers' urgency) of inputs to the system. This is especially the 
case if new auctions are added periodically during the customers' urgency period. The comparison of 
automated and manual with such setups was not possible and this is why only this setup was considered. 
4.2.2 Transacting Price 
       The literature shows that most IaaS providers charge fixed prices for their instances. In order to find 
the benefits of dynamic pricing for the cloud providers, it is important to make comparison between fixed 
and dynamic pricing. The manual mapping of customers to providers examines static pricing approaches 
because the mapping shows the willingness of customers to pay the listed price. The price produced by 
the system is the dynamic price.   Figure 9 shows the transacting price delivered the manual (Static 
Pricing) and automated approach (Dynamic Pricing).  
 
 Figure 9: Transacting price 
      It can be seen from Figure 9 that our automated approach produces a low transacting price at low 
urgency levels. This is because the system tends to select the most economical resource at these urgency 
levels. Moreover, the customer agent does not tend to select that resource which costs above a specific 
threshold. For example if urgency level is low then customer agent will bid to a low threshold. For 
example, if customer‟s remaining time or urgency is 12 hours then our system bids up to 40% of 
customer‟s budget. This results in low transacting price at low urgency levels. Further the low number of 
transactions, in automated approach, at low urgency level is another factor for low transacting price. The 
reason of low number of transaction at these urgency levels has been explained previously (Section 4.2.1).  
     As customers‟ urgency increases, the customer agent bids to its maximum budget which increases the 
transacting price. This shows the ability of auction mechanism to adjust the price in relation to the current 
demand. The price fluctuates but the auction mechanism ensures that resource is delivered at a price 
which is greater than or equal to provider's reserve price. This ensures that the resource is within 
customer's budget.  The results also show that average transacting price for manual approach is same for 
all urgency levels. This is because the manual approach does not adjust the price in relation to current 
demand level. It does not matter in the manual approach which urgency level is selected as it transacts at a 
fixed price. Further, the results demonstrate that the dynamic approach can augment the revenue of cloud 
providers in some cases. The results also demonstrate the ability of our system to dynamically adjust the 
price in relation to current market situation. It is worthwhile to mention that in automated approach low 
transacting price at low urgency level does not indicate that static pricing outperform dynamic pricing at 
these urgency levels. The low transacting price at these urgency levels is due to low number of 
transactions and the experimental setup that was explained in section 4.1.  
4.3 Analysis  
      The evaluation shows the system‟s capability to dynamically adjust the cloud resource price and 
discover the most suitable resource for cloud customers. The number of successful transactions shows the 
system‟s ability to select the most suitable resource by traversing all the possibilities. The results 
demonstrates that a manual approach for large numbers of options is not suitable because humans find it 
difficult and time consuming to compare each and every option for selection of best choice for their 
requirements. The results thus clearly demonstrate the benefits of this system for the cloud customers. 
The transacting price was the evaluation criterion that was used to find the suitability of dynamic pricing 
for cloud providers. It is clear from the result that dynamic and static pricing produce the same transacting 
price when the demand does not fluctuate. The transacting price produced by the dynamic approach varies 
with the fluctuating market conditions. When the demand for resource grows the resource price increases 
and helps to generate additional revenue for providers. The results clearly show the suitability of dynamic 
pricing for cloud providers.    
   Our system is more efficient than a manual system. It traverses every option. It not only selects the best 
choice but also saves time for users. The average time taken by the system in resource selection is shown 
in Figure 10. If the resource is available for customer then the system takes much less time in selection 
than a manual approach. The time increases if no suitable resource is available for respective customer. In 
such case, the system continuously checks the blackboard for availability of new resource. This naturally 
increases the time in selection. The graph below shows the system‟s efficiency in terms of complex 
decision taking and suitable resource selection from large number of available options.  
 Figure 10: Average Time Taken in Resource Selection 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 
   The large upfront cost and changing environment of the cloud requires a dynamic pricing to maximize 
the revenue of the cloud providers. Providers also price their resources differently which makes it difficult 
for consumers to identify or decide which cloud provider is most suitable for their workload. Users may 
have to rely on what knowledge they have about the cloud providers which may drastically limit their 
choices.  To assist customers in decision making and providers in dynamic price adjustment, this paper 
presented the Cloud Market Maker System (CMM). It employs a multi-agent multi-auction approach for 
creating an automated marketplace for cloud users which were not possible with other existing systems. 
In order to assess the implemented approach, it is important to analyze the suitability of dynamic pricing 
for the cloud environment and the number of customers and providers it satisfies in terms of resource 
discovery. To do this, several parameters such as the price delivered by the system and numbers of 
successful transactions were analyzed. These parameters were first calculated manually then were also 
carried out using our system. The results demonstrate the benefits of dynamic pricing for the cloud 
environment. The results also demonstrate the system‟s ability to discover suitable resource for cloud 
customers. Moreover, in the interviews with customers it was observed that most of them prefer a known 
and trusted provider. This system will therefore help emerging cloud providers to gain recognition.  
    From the experimental results, it is clear that the cloud market maker effectively provides decision 
support to users in the selection of a suitable provider. After selection and price determination, a Service 
Level Agreement (SLA) is agreed between the customer and the selected provider using standard 
methods. Future work will consider how additional parameters and an SLA can be included within the 
model. In the current implementation of the system cloud providers and customers are not exposed to the 
internal workings of the system. These design features remove the some risks that are associated with the 
auction process. However, future work will also consider the issues related to security and privacy of 
providers and customers. 
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